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Regulation of Beverage Alcohol in Kansas:

UNDERSTANDING THE THREE-TIER SYSTEM
WHAT IS THE THREE-TIER SYSTEM &
WHEN WAS IT CREATED?
The three-tier system provides “checks and balances”
in the way alcohol is distributed and sold to retailers
and consumers. This system protects communities.
Under the system, producers sell to licensed
wholesalers (distributors), who sell to licensed
retailers who, in turn, sell to the public.
Prohibition’s repeal led to the addition of a middle
(wholesaler/distributor) tier to act as a
buffer
between
retailers
and
manufacturers/suppliers.
The
wholesale tier ensures consumption
and quality of alcoholic beverages are
properly controlled and regulated and
taxes are collected.
Accompanying the repeal was a
strong mandate that each state
regulate their own industry. This state
-based regulatory system allows
Kansans to enjoy a variety of choice
in alcoholic beverages.

WHO ARE WINE & SPIRIT DISTRIBUTORS
AND WHAT ROLED DO THEY PLAY IN THE
THREE-TIER SYSTEM?
Wine and spirits distributors serve as middle tier in the
three-tier system, and are the key link between alcohol
manufacturers and retailers. They purchase wine and
spirits from suppliers and importers and, in turn sell to
retailers. Wine and spirits distributors ensure the safe,
legal and responsible delivery of alcohol to licensed
retailers, and prevent access to alcohol
by minors.
Distributors’ sales and delivery
personnel check licenses in each retail
account to verify the business is
licensed to sell alcohol. The licensed
retailer ensures only those of legal
drinking age purchase or consume
alcoholic beverages.
Wholesalers devote resources to fight
against underage drinking, drunk
driving and alcohol abuse and support
responsible
consumption
through
numerous programs. Wholesalers give
back to communities through charitable
donations to organizations.

WHY WAS THE THREE-TIER
SYSTEM CREATED?
The system was established by federal and state
regulators after Prohibition to encourage moderation in consumption and
protect excise tax revenue
collection, while per- The three-tier system ensures efficient collection of
mitting states to establish their own rules and regula- federal, state & local taxes.
tions to reflect local beliefs and practices.
The system has been a success. Americans today drink
a third less than their predecessors who by 1830 drank IMPORTANCE OF STATE REGULATION:
the equivalent of 88 bottles of whiskey every year.
The 18th & 21st Amendments to the U.S Constitution
reflect a debate which resulted in a compromise that
WHAT BENEFITS DOES THE THREE-TIER has worked well in Kansas. Providing transportation,
logistics, storage, sales, marketing, delivery and
SYSTEM PROVIDE?
The three-tier system mandates product integrity and constant maintenance of beverage alcohol is costly.
ensures alcohol is not sold to minors or sold or The strength of state alcohol regulation is key to a safe
and viable system of alcohol control and distribution.
delivered through improper, unlawful channels.
The three-tier system protects the economy. Beverage Serving numerous roles and performing an array of
distributors cooperate with the state, ensuring alcohol tasks, distributors serve as a critical link in an efficient
beverage taxes are reliably and efficiently collected system that allows smaller, more unique products
whenever alcohol is distributed properly. When access to market, provides consumers with the choice
alcohol is sold outside these channels, Kansas loses they desire at a great value and ensures a safe and
tax revenue.
orderly marketplace.
Retailers benefit from the three-tier system through The independence of each tier prevents the formation
greater access to products and brand selection than
would otherwise be available. Under the three-tier of vertical monopolies and corrupt sales practices. It is
system, big and small retailers profit and thrive alike. the greatest antitrust law ever written.
KANSAS WINE & SPIRITS WHOLESALERS ASSOCIATION
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REGULATORY SYSTEM IN KANSAS
Having learned the lessons of history from pre-Prohibition American, Kansas, like most other states,
established a highly structured and regulated three-tier system for producing, marketing, and selling beverage
alcohol products. Chief among Kansas legislators’ concerns was a desire to maintain societal safety over the
distribution and availability of beverage alcohol.
Under this system, producers, wholesalers and
retailers are independent of each other, and the
commodity is strictly controlled and taxed. Producers
sell to licensed wholesalers, who sell to licensed
retailers who, in turn, sell alcoholic beverages to the
public.

SEVERAL APPROACHES:
At the state level, two legal approaches emerged in
the wake of the 21st Amendment’s passage: a
competitive model and a so-called control model.
Today, a majority of states permit the private sector to
distribute and sell alcoholic
beverages, including Kansas.
A minority of states decided
to adopt a so-called control
model, under which the state
is involved in on or more
tiers of the traditional threetier system.

To ensure the economic
independence of each tier,
distributors and retailers
alike
are
free
of
ownership of financial
control by manufacturers.
Wholesalers are strictly
Control state markets like
prohibited from having an
Pennsylvania
and
New
ownership interest in the
Hampshire not only manage
business of retailing or
the distribution tier (and
related
tax
revenue
supplying. This system,
collections), but also the
with
a few minor
retail tier, while other
modifications, has stood
the test of time and exists today largely as it was orig- control states like Michigan, North Carolina and
Vermont take different approaches.
inally enacted.
NEW INDEPENDENT, KANSAS-BASED TIER:
KANSAS ENACTS A RESPONSIBLE SYSTEM:
Between the supplier and retailer levels, Legislator’s
Kansas initially enacted a law providing for the sale in Kansas, to stay consistent with federal law,
of cereal malt beverages in 1936. Not until 1949 did required a new state-based “tier” be created: the
Kansas repeal its constitution’s prohibition independent licensed distributor.
amendment and, like many other states, decided to
The independent in-state distributor was created to
create a regulated three-tier system to distribute
serve as a “buffer” between the other two tiers. In
alcohol that would prevent abuses seen prior to addition, this created a new entity to put a local “face”
Prohibition - and would respect local communities on the alcoholic beverage industry. Furthermore,
that decided to remain “dry.”
legislators would ensure safeguards were followed.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The production of alcoholic beverage is a simple process - fermentation, by which sugar is transformed to
produce ethyl alcohol. The regulation of alcoholic beverages is more complex and has evolved from
governmental controls, societal attitudes and experience.

Colonists Brew Up
Rebellion and Tied
House, Before 1919

Beverage alcohol has played an important role throughout American
history and culture. Alcoholic beverages are the only consumer product
mentioned in the United States Constitution and subject of not one, but
two, constitutional amendments.
The conversion of New England molasses into West Indian rum was an
important part of the colonial American economy. The British attempt
to tax this commerce through the Molasses Act was a factor in the
colonists’ desire for independence. By 1770, the New World brewing
industry was so well established that patriots argued for a boycott of
English beer imports. The Boston Tea Party could just as easily been
the Boston Beer party.

Industry Grows, Social
Debate Grows, &
Tied House

From colonial times to 1919, when the 18th Amendment ushered in
Prohibition, alcoholic beverages were sold in a free-wheeling system.
The system had two tiers: suppliers distributed alcohol directly to
retailers. Suppliers of spirits and beer (wine was a minor market)
frequently owned or controlled retailers by threatening to cut supply.
This “tied” retailers to manufacturers so they typically were forced to
sell only one manufacturer’s brands or maximize sales without regard
to the well-being of consumers.
Producers frequently owned retail outlets, extending credit, furnishing
equipment and supplies and thoroughly dictating terms of relationships
with retailers. Retailers were often pressured to maximize sales without
regard to customers or society. High consumption and other social
problems resulted.
Enshrined in the Federal Alcohol Act passed in 1933, these “tiedhouse,” anti-competitive arrangement are explicitly forbidden within
the nation’s three-tier distribution system.

Temperance Movement
Leads To Prohibition
(1919-1933)

The American Temperance Society was organized in 1826 and by 1835
the group had 8,000 local auxiliaries. In 1919, the American
Temperance Union and Anti-Saloon League urged lawmakers to
outlaw the sale and possession of alcohol. The advent of Prohibition by
adoption of the 18th Amendment (Volstead Act), however, didn’t mean
the end of alcohol consumption. Production and distribution went
underground through the “bootlegging system” It became clear that
Prohibition was not a workable solution.

KANSAS WINE & SPIRITS WHOLESALERS ASSOCIATION
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Repeal of Prohibition
(1933) & Reform

In 1933, the 21st Amendment repealed Prohibition and granted states
authority to control the importation, distribution and use of alcoholic
beverages within its boundaries.
The 14-year social experiment known as Prohibition was a tragic
failure, resulting in unprecedented disrespect for the law. Personal
consumption of alcohol was at an all-time high during this period of
forced abstinence.
When Congress ended the failed Prohibition experiment, federal and
state lawmakers made a conscious decision to create a regulatory
structure that would protect citizen: Recognizing that alcoholic
beverages are a special category of products deserving specific
regulatory controls. Congress gave states the authority to regulate the
production, importation, distribution, sale and consumption of alcohol
within their own borders.

Government Regulation
Strengthened Under the
Three-Tier System

Government’s interest in the orderly regulation of alcohol distribution
is strengthened under the three-tier system.
The three-tier system ensures wine, beer and spirits are sold
responsibly through lawful and accountable channels. Tax revenue
from the sale of beverage alcohol is a strong incentive for state and
local governments to license its sale.
The three-tier system in Kansas provides a 100% verifiable and
reliable method of collecting this revenue. Wholesalers pay excise
taxes as the goods leave the warehouse. The three-tier system
guarantees that every penny of state and local tax revenues are
accounted for.

Licensing Under the
Three-Tier System

Kansas law requires producers, wholesalers and retailers to have a
state license that must be renewed every two years. To gain renewal,
licensees must demonstrate their fitness to engage in the business of
marketing beverage alcohol.
Without the safeguards provided by Kansas’ Wholesalers, many more
state regulators and enforcement agents would be needed to ensure
that alcohol is lawfully and safely sold in our state.
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WHOLESALERS ADD VALUE
While each state has its own set of laws governing the three-tier system, the separation of the tiers between
producer and retailer is a common thread. That system has endured because it assists government in the
regulation and control of beverage alcohol, because it furthers the goal of industry accountability, and because
of the value it provides for our citizens and communities.
Wholesalers provide a broad spectrum of valuable
services to retailers, including merchandising of
brands, reducing distribution costs to licensed
retailers, exposing new brands to retailers and staff,
expanding selection by carrying popular and rare
products, providing rapid delivery, training and
education, regulatory guidance for retailers, and
providing
marketing
expertise and advertising
and promotion materials.

This system of check and balances eliminates
economic incentive for illegal manufacturing,
diversion and distribution of alcohol. Consumers
benefit from the healthy competition and wide
selection of brands in the marketplace from big name
distillers, vintners and breweries to specialized, smallbatch operations.
These check and balances
work to ensure:
 Minors do not have
access to alcohol.
 Alcohol is not sold or
distributed in “dry” cities in
which alcohol sales are
banned or restricted.
Proper taxes are collected
and remitted to state & local
governments.

DISTRIBUTOR ROLES
& RESPONSIBILTIES:
Distributors are required to
follow strict guidelines and
procedures for distribution
of alcoholic beverages, and
provide valuable services
to business and consumers.
Among distributors role:
 Consolidate orders for manufacturers and retailers.
 Promote and market alcoholic beverages to
properly licensed retailers in the state.
 Warehouse tens of thousands of distinct alcoholic
beverage products from around the world for easy
and timely delivery to Kansas-based retailers.
 Provide retailers with products - both in stock and
special order - to meet the demands of customers.
 Pay gallonage taxes to the state.
 Ensure alcohol is sold only in “wet” areas of the
state by limiting the channel of alcohol.
Responsibilities and legal requirements of each tier
are laid out clearly in state statutes, which are
regulated by the Director of Alcoholic Beverage
Control. The three-tier system enables states to track
the movement of beverage alcohol from producers
and importers to consumers, which ensures integrity
of product.
KANSAS WINE & SPIRITS WHOLESALERS ASSOCIATION

WHY IT WORKS:
Designed to prevent the abuses that led to Prohibition,
the three-tier system has created an innovative,
competitive and consumer-friendly system. The
system creates a framework of regulations, which
mandate responsibility and accountability in beverage
alcohol distribution. Disrupting this chain would have
adverse ramifications on public safety and
marketplace stability. Vertical integration benefits
only large-chain businesses.
Benefits of three-tier integration include:
 Efficiency in collecting taxes.
 Preventing the sale of alcohol to minors.
 Fostering and overseeing responsible competition.
 Creating balance between, and within, the tiers.
 Ensuring public safety.
 Preventing the sale of counterfeit and dangerous
or deadly products.
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TAX COLLECTION

ROLE OF TIERS IN TAX COLLECTION:

In FY2017, Kansas contributed $137,765,232 million
in taxes on purchases of alcohol through excise,
gallonage and enforcement taxes.

Specific alcohol-related federal, state and local taxes
are applied to alcoholic liquors Kansans consume at
each level of the three-tier system, as follows:

These collections do not include millions paid by the
three tiers for:

Tier 1 Tax Collection
The federal excise tax is applies at the manufacturer
level (tier 1). For spirits this is the $13.50 per proof
gallon.

Federal alcohol
permits
State alcohol
permits

Tier 2 Tax Collection
Standard business
taxes paid by Kansas- Kansas-based distributors (tier 2) pay the state gallonbased wholesalers & age tax which varies depending on the product and its
retailers
alcohol content. The Kansas Alcoholic Beverage Control reports that wholesalers paid $22,073,617 million
Kansas franchise
taxes
in state gallonage taxes for FY2017.
Motor fuels taxes

Tier 3 Tax Collection

Sales and use
taxes
Unemployment
compensation taxes
Local property
taxes

Kansas based retailers (tier 3) collect an enforcement
tax of 8% and drinking establishments collect an excise tax of 10% on the drink price. Package retail tax
collections in FY2017 were $71,527,599 million and
drink tax collections were $44,164,016 million.

Liquor Tax Revenue
FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY2016

FY2017

11,088,716

10,225,181

10,498,059

10,692,777

10,925,959

Gallonage - Beer

7,522,175

8,060,582

8,149,230

8,326,418

7,951,621

Gallonage - CMB

1,855,093

1,685,221

1,566,165

1,409,987

1,543,341

Gallonage - Wine

1,555,781

1,818,040

1,721,203

1,763,212

1,652,696

Liquor Enforcement (8% tax)

60,561,426

64,538,260

68,505,242

67,754,222

71,527,599

Liquor Drink (10% tax)

39,258,226

40,619,417

42,149,374

43,792,301

44,164,016

$126,946,701

$132,589,273

$133,738,917

$137,765,232

Tax Type
Gallonage - Alcohol and Spirits

Total Tax Revenue

$121,841,417

KANSAS WINE & SPIRITS WHOLESALERS ASSOCIATION
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ROLE OF RETAILERS IN THE THREE-TIER SYSTEM
Kansas’ locally owned retailers represent the third tier. As businesses that have direct interaction with
customers, retailers play a significant role in ensuring safeguards are followed and enforced. Tens of
thousands of different beverage alcohol products from around the world are available for sale at retail to customers over the age of 21 by persons 21-years-of-age or older.
Locally owned retailers provide accountability and
responsibility for the safe sale of alcohol, supporting
efforts to stop underage drinking. They’re responsible,
philanthropic members of their communities,
accounting for millions in charitable donations, and
License Type

As face-to-face transactions with the customer occurs
at the third-tier, retailers follow strict requirements to
avert the sale of alcohol to minors.

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

761
285
118

761
276
114

752
264
101

753
252
78

769
244
83

761
233
67

4

4

5

5

5

5

1731

1751

1788

1797

1827

1898

181

188

192

193

182

214

Beer Distributors

36

36

35

35

34

36

Spirits Distributors

24

25

26

28

38

33

Wine Distributors

27

38

37

41

40

39

Microbreweries (MB)

19

19

25

23

33

39

1

1

1

1

0

1

2

3

4

4

8

Source: KS ABC

Retail Liquor Store
Class "A" Clubs
Class "B" Clubs
Public Venues
Drinking Establishments
Caterers

MB Packaging /Warehouse Facility
Micro-distilleries
Non-Beverage User

13

11

11

11

14

14

Farm Wineries

29

31

33

36

37

41

Farm Winery Outlets

11

8

10

8

8

11

Farmers' Market Sales Permit

3

6

6

6

9

6

398

433

478

513

556

594

Packaging & Warehousing Facility

1

2

1

1

1

1

Manufacturers

5

3

4

2

3

4

792
460

835
446

871
480

934
473

1004
566

1066
638

Special Order Shipping

Supplier Permits
Temporary Permits

REQUIREMENTS OF THE THIRD TIER:
Clear responsibilities and legal requirements for
Kansas retailers are laid out in the Liquor Control Act,
regulated by the Kansas Alcoholic Beverage Control
and enforced by Kansas law officers. What types of
alcohol are sold by retailers and how it is consumed,
on-premise or off-premise, depends on many factors.
The Liquor Control Act and the Club and Drinking
Establishment Act allow only authorized retailers to
Page 9

thousands of hours of community service.

sell specific alcoholic beverages during specified
hours. County and city ordinances may limit alcohol
sales all together or partially restrict some sales in
certain zoned areas. State law restricts sales near
schools or churches.
Microbreweries and farm winery outlets operate as
part of the third tier, selling directly to consumers.
Wineries may also ship out-of-state in conformity with
other state’s laws.
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CLEAR SAFEGUARDS:
Many on-premise and off-premise
retailers
participate
in
industry
sponsored efforts to deter underage
drinking and participate in server
training programs.
In adopting a face-to-face wine shipping
law in recent years the Legislature
provided for consumers to purchase and
ship wine to their home when at any
USA winery. For internet sales, to
assure IDs are checked wine shippers
are registered with the state and state
taxes are collected. Shipped purchases
are delivered only to 21-year-olds by
shippers.
PRODUCERS such as distilleries, breweries and wineries
manufacture products and ship to wholesalers. Importers and
brokers are considered suppliers in certain situations. Producers are
regulated by the U.S. Alcohol & Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau,
U.S. Customs, Kansas Department of Revenue, Kansas Alcohol
Beverage Control, and the city or county where they are located.
They pay federal excise taxes, customs duties, permit and license
fees, corporate income and property taxes.
WHOLESALERS include distilled spirits, wine and beer
distributors. They buy in bulk and include thousands of brands in
their inventories. Wholesalers sell to retailers by the case or bottle
and assist with product promotion. Wholesalers are regulated by the
U.S. Alcohol & Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau, U.S. Customs,
Kansas Department of Revenue, Kansas Alcohol Beverage Control,
and the city or county where they are located. They pay federal
excise taxes, customs duties, state excise and sales taxes, permit and
license fees, corporate income and property taxes.

The Kansas Wine & Sprits
Wholesalers Association
(KWSWA) is dedicated to
promoting responsible beverage
alcohol practices in Kansas.
KWSWA is the Kansas trade
organization representing the
wholesale branch of the wine
and spirits industry. KWSWA
provides its members with
advocacy before the
Legislature, state agencies,
regulatory bodies, courts, and
other alcohol beverage industry
organization.
In addition, KWSWA offers a
wide range of services in the
areas of public affairs, education
and social responsibility issues.

RETAILERS are comprised of two groups: off-premise sites
(package stores) and on-premise sites (restaurants, bars, clubs and
other recreational venues). Retailers buy by the case or bottle and
sell to consumers by the package, bottle or by-the-drink. They are
regulated by the Kansas Department of Revenue, Kansas Alcohol
Beverage Control, and city or county in which they are located.
Retailers pay sales taxes, license fees, corporate or personal incomes
taxes and property taxes.
KANSAS WINE & SPIRITS WHOLESALERS ASSOCIATION
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